NOTICE OF TECHNICAL FORUM

DATE: Wednesday, 13th October 2010

LOCATION: DTEI Office, 77 Grenfell Street – Ground Floor Seminar Rooms
TIME: 5:30pm for 6:00pm start

SPEAKER: Mr Robert Bremert, Senior Transport Planner, Aurecon

TRAFFIC MODELLING FOR ADELAIDE CBD

The challenge of developing a model to represent the peak traffic flows within the Adelaide CBD and surrounding key arterial roads has been met by Aurecon.

The model which is the largest of its type to be developed in SA, using AIMSUN, has presented difficult challenges, pushing the software to its limits and requiring modellers to develop innovative approaches and solutions to complex problems.

Come and hear traffic modelling language at its best including highlights such as Base Networks, Fixed and Dynamic Route choice, “Tweeks”, “Plug Ins” and much more…. Come and see the model in action….

Learn about the journey from Rob Bremert (Aurecon’s Senior Transport Planner) as he outlines the development of this model and how it will be an invaluable tool in project planning applications for future projects such as Victoria Square redevelopment and Public Transport projects (Tram extensions and bus route assessments).

AITPM look forward to seeing you at the forum

RSVP: by COB Friday 8 October 2010 to Ly Kheng Ing on 7100 6400 or ly.ing@aecom.com

www.aitpm.com